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Today we welcome our colleagues to #ACPARCI! Have an awesome first day & don't forget to follow #ACPARCI throughout the conference! @ACPA

6:08 AM - Oct 20, 2014

Love it! Thanks for being great hosts! @talktotricia: .@VTHRL is ready for acparci pic.twitter.com/kdLQk00IAW

5:43 PM - Oct 19, 2014
We look forward to welcoming our colleagues from Jamaica and Canada to #ACPARCI. Seven institutions from outside of the US are attending!

1:55 PM - Oct 13, 2014

Oh man, I love a good worksheet. #totalnerdalert #acparci instagram.com/p/uWpvBnS_Jn/

ERIN SIMPSON  @ERINSIMP  ·  3 YEARS AGO

Up early and getting excited for #ACPARCI to officially get started. The Carolina delegation is ready to learn!

5:00 AM - Oct 20, 2014
Paul Brown
@paulgordonbrown

Good morning #ACPARCI!
5:25 AM - Oct 20, 2014

💬  Retweets  Likes  5
#ACPArci is about to get started! Excited for this learning experience!

6:31 AM - Oct 20, 2014

Keynote with Dr. Karen Inkleas:

How the Research on Residential Learning Communities Informs Practice
Ready for an engaging morning with Karen Inkelas sharing about research how residential learning communities inform practice!

“Residential learning communities as the ‘ultimate’ residential curriculum” – #DrInkelas #ACPARCI

Opening keynote starts with the fundamentals: residence halls can have a significant influence on student academic and social life #ACPArci

Astin – “Peers are the single most potent source of influence on growth" of college students #DrInkelas #ACPARCI
Ryan Lloyd  
@Ryanelloyd

Greatest difference between LLC and traditional experiences appears to be in how a student transitions #DrInkelas  
#ACPARCI  
7:22 AM - Oct 20, 2014

Coco Du  
@CocoDu2

Living learning programs support students' transition academically, socially and increase a sense of belonging to the institution #ACPARCI  
7:22 AM - Oct 20, 2014

Leon McClinton, PhD  
@LeonMcClinton

Living Learning Program students have a slightly smoother academic transition than traditional hall students. #ACPARCI  
7:23 AM - Oct 20, 2014

Coco Du  
@CocoDu2

No living learning programs are the same. You might never find the "best" model. Focusing on what might work for your students #ACPARCI  
7:25 AM - Oct 20, 2014
“The majority of Living-Learning Programs did not include any form of academic coursework” #DrInkelas #ACPARCI

43% of living learning programs are led by residence life and 21% of them are led by academic departments. #ACPARCI

More than half of LLPs have no course offerings. 23% have no faculty involvement, according to 2007 NSLLP survey. #ACPARCI

Effective LLPs are not necessarily the ones with lots of bells and whistles. Integration across activities far more important. #ACPARCI
"Hyper bonding" is when students are so deliriously happy with their peers that they miss out on the broader university experience. #ACPARCI

Key findings of NSLLP #acparci

Academic/Student Affairs partnerships integral to effective living-learning programs, but partnerships can take different forms.

Peer interaction/bonding is the most powerful influence on students in living-learning programs, but there can be negative side-effects as well.

Effective living-learning programs are not necessarily ones with lots of "bells & whistles" - what is more important is the level of integration across the activities within the program.
1 major commonality between #RCS2014 and #ACPARCI is that LLC/Residential College success is built on supportive funding & space #DrInkelas
7:39 AM - Oct 20, 2014